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hlc;t;vaied !Jy B weil hiiowlI ihcor.:m of TurGn in [7], we prove a partition theorem. We also 
point out that eac:l of the family of :;laximally saturated graphs is chromatically unique which is 
a generalization of a result in [S]. 
The graphs which we consider Lere are finite, undirected, simple and loopless. 
There are many unsolved problens in connection with graph )zolorings, e.g., see 
[63. Let G be a graph and P(G, h ) be its chromatic polynomiai. G is said to be 
chromatically unique if P(H, A) = P(G. A) implies that the graph H is isomorphic 
to G. The problem of finding a necsssary and sufficient condition for a graph to be 
chromatically unique seems to be very difficult. Some lamilies of chromatically 
unique graphs were determined ir: [l, 2,5]. Here, motivated by the well known 
theorem of Turgn in [7], we prove a partition theorem, and show that each of the 
family of maximally saturated graphs is chromatically unique which is a generali- 
zation of a theorem ikl [S], namely, the complementary graph of a partial matching 
forest is chromatically unique. A partial matching forest F,,, is a graph 
with n vertices containing 172 disjoint edges and n -2m isolated vertices where 
W22kn Girl. 
X.&n dn [7] constructed a family of graphs, denoted by DCrl, k), on n vertkes 
with a m,rximum number of edges, which have no complete subgraph on k -t 1 
vertices where I s k s IZ - 1, as follows: For the given II and k, the vertex set, 
denoted by V(D(n, k)), of nsists of k classes; each of t 
~3-Waink t;+ 1 vertices and aining k - r classes contains q vertices, 
where q :pno r are integers satisfying n = kq + r wi 
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0,1,2 ,..., n - 1 and connecting these and only these by all edge which are 
incongruent module k. Clearly., the graph D(N, k) has chromatic number equal to 
k, i.e., x(D( n, k)) = k. (Our terminology is the same as in [3].) In [lO], the family 
of D(n, k) graphs is called maximally saturated graphs. Tur6n in [7] proved the 
following theorem: 
In the class of all graphs of order n which have no complete subgraph of order 
k + 1, where 1 G k G n - 1, the graph D( n, k) :and only that graph, up to isomorph- 
ism, has the maximum number of edges. 
A set u consisting of positive integers &, n2, . . . , nk is said to be a k-partition 
of a positive integer pl if n=n,+n2+**+n, and n,~n2~***~~n,. We also 
define E_ as EC, =$X:=1 n,(n-- ni) for the k-partition a={n,, n2,. . . , nk} of n. 
Let cr -- {nil n2,. . . , nk} be a k-p&ion of n such that n, := n2 =. 9 - = 
‘2, = q + 1 and n,+l = nr+2 = ’ ’ ’ = n& = q, where n = kq + r with 0 < r < k. Then the 
number Em =1 tCk=, r i( n - ni) is the maximum among all k-partitions of n. 
. We know that 
E,,=t i (q+l)(n--q-l)+ i 
[ 
q(n-q) 
i=l i =-r+l 1 . 
=f[kqn+nr--kq’--2qr-r] 
= $[n2- kq2 - 2qr -- a] 
-1 n2 iI -. qn - qr - r]. 0 
Let 7=(m,,m2,..., mk} be any k-partition of n such that T# CK Say, m1 = 
q+e*, mz=q+ee,?, . . . . n$‘=q+e,, m,+l=q/-et+l, m&=q-et+2 ,..., mk=q-ek 
where each of el, e,, . . I , e, is an integer 3 1, and each of et+l, et+;?, . . . , ek is an 
integer 20. Then, since Et1 mi = n and n = kq + r, 
k 
ei - c ei = r. i= 1 ,t=t+l 
Case 1. All er+l -= er+2 = l * * = e, = 0. Since T# 0-Y ( Etere exists at least one ej 2 ? 
for lsjjt. Hence, 
k k k 
c 4; > ei>r+ t?i =: r. 
L -1 E-1 I =- 1 + 1 
case 2. Not all et+1 = et+2 = - - ’ = ek = 0. Then 
k k k 
2, C’i . , ei=Y+ t?i > r. 
i -1 i=l i=t -1 
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By using (2) and (3) and (1) we have 
ET=$ i mi(II-VPli) 
i=l 
=1 i: (q+$)(n-q-f+)+ i (q-ei)(n-q+ei)] 
i-1 i=t+l 
=- : [kqnmkq2+n( i ei-- i ei) 
i-1 i==r-t 1 
- 2q(i e - i ei)-&G] 
i=l i-f+1 
’ kqn-kq2+nr---2qr- i ef -= - 2 i i=l 1 
<$[n’- kq2 - 2qr - r] = E,. 
Since YZ = kq + r with 0 S r < k and since r and q are uniquely determined by the 
given n and k, the k-partition cr of n is unique. With ET <E, for any other 
k-partition T of n, E, is the maximum among all k-partitions T of n. 
IE(D(n, k))l = E,, i.e., the number of edges in D(n, k) is Em. 
roof. TEle set of vertices of D(n, k) is partitioned into k classes. Ex~ of the filrst 
r classes has cardinality q + 1 and each of the remaining k-r classes has 
cardinality q. Any two vertices in the same cks are not connected by an edge and 
any two vertices in different classes are connected by an edge. Hence, the total 
number of valencies in D(n, k) is (q+ l)(n -(q+ l))(r)+-q(n -q)(k -r) and the 
total number of edges in D(n, k) is i[(q + l)(n -(q + l))(r)+q(n -q)(k - r)] which 
is E,. 
OF0 2. Let H be a graph with n vertices and x(H) = k. Then H is 
isomorphic to D(n, k) if and only if /E(H)! = ]E(Dh kjj). 
. Each of the maximally saturared graphs D(n, k) with 1 s k c n -- I. is 
chromat9caIIy uniqlje. 
If X is a graph with P(X,A)=h”-cl,_,h”-‘+...I-(-l)“‘la,h, then rhe 
owing al-e well known: {e.g., see [6]) (a) IV(X)J = n, (b) JE(X)J =. k-,, (4 d-e 
smallest number s such that A” ha nonzero R iQ.IA& A) is the number 
of components k X a (d) x( = t if an (X, I) = Pi:%, 2b= * * ’ = 
P(X, t --. 1) =- 0 anc5 P(X, t) # 0. 
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. If G is a gaph wi,ith rt uertices, where n = kq + v with 0 S r < k, 
consistirzg of exactly r disjoint copies of the complete graph K4+* with q + 1 vertices 
and exactly k - r disjoint copies of the complete graph KS with q uevtices, then the 
complementary graph c of G is chromatically unique. 
of. Since G is isomorphic to D(n, kj, by Theeorem 2, it is chromatically 
unique. 
WO 2.2 (Loerinc and Whitehead [FJ). If &,, ks a partial matching forest, 
then its complementary graph F,,, is chromatically unique. 
contains n vertices and fn disjoint edges and n - 2m isolated 
vertices with 0 s 2m s n, &., = D(n, iz - m), and F, m is chromatically unique. . 
The methods for obtaining the chromatic polynomial P(D(n, k), A) for given n 
and k are similar to the following methods: 
We compute P(D(8,3), A) in two ways. Since n = 8 = 3.2+.2, D&3) is 
isomorphic to the complete tripartite graph K2,3,3 which can be expressed as a 
Zykov product of null graphs, i.e., I&J.3 = N20N&N3 where CJ denotes thr 
Zykov prolduct, and Nt is the null graph with t vertices. 
(A) Computing P(D(8,3), A) with respect o the complete-graph basis. 
By using Zykov’s theorem in [lo], we have 
P(D(8,3), A) = P(N,, A). P(N,, A). P(Iv,, A) 
={(A),-t(A),}*{(A),+3(A),+(A.),}~{(A),+3(A),+(A),} 
= (A)3+7(A)4+ 17(A),+ 17(A),-+7(A),+(A),, _ (4) 
where * denotes the umbra1 product of polynomials where (A), l (A)i = (A )a+j, and 
where we have used the Stirling numbers of the second kind S(2, I) = 1, S(2,2) = 
1, S(3, I)= 1, S(3,2)=3 and S(3,3)= 1. 
(8,3), A) with respect o the ndl-graph basis. 
3.33 itney’s reduction formula re- 
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peatedl y, we have 
3.3, XI= A0 - uo - :!)(A-:3)“+3A(h---l)(h-2)3+h(A- l)“, 
(&3), A) = P(&. 3.39 A.> 
= W’& A) l f’W3.3, A) 
= A(A - ?JP(I& A - 2) + AP(K3,3, A - 1) 
= A(A- l){CA-2)(A-3)(A-4)(A-5)3 
+3(A -2’(A-3)(A -4)“+(A-2)(X-3)‘} 
+ A{(.{ - l)(A - ‘L)(A - 3)(A -4JR 
+3(A- t)(A-2)(A--3)“+(A-- l)(A-2)“). IS) 
Both (4) and (5) are equal to 
P(D(8,3), A) = A(A- I)(A-2)(A5- 18X” ~136A”-529A2c1047A-836) 
= A’--;!lA7+ 192A”-$731 “-k2906A4-5035A3 
+4602X2 - 1672A. 
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